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Painted on a tile attached to a wall, homeowners in Delhi use this depiction of the Hindu gods Radha and Krishna to prevent passers-by from urinating against their property. JJB

Nuns following a tour in the Old City, Jerusalem. JF

A woman passes through the famously blue winding streets of Chefchaouen, Morocco. JF

Lower Library

Catholic nuns on an elevated balcony watch Pope Francis greet believers in Rome’s St Peter’s Square on Easter Sunday. JJB

A family rests on the steps of Delhi’s Jama Masjid mosque. JJB

Members of an Islamic charity relax after long day of work at a London mosque. JJB
In Delhi, a boy runs a clothes shop in a dusty market that surrounds the 17th-century Jama Masjid mosque.

A local child dresses up as a Hindu deity during the annual camel fair in Pushkar, Rajasthan, India.

Women peek over the fence that segregates genders at Jerusalem’s Western wall, trying to catch a glimpse of their young relative’s bar mitzvah on the other side.

A rabbi and two Muslim volunteers prepare a sukkah, a booth to celebrate the Jewish harvest festival Sukkot, hosted at a London mosque.

Novice Buddhist monks take a break from wandering around the market, seeking alms from shopkeepers.

Pupils at a multicultural school in London pose for a photograph at an interfaith event that involves representatives from different religious traditions.
Revellers celebrate *Holi* (the festival of colours) in the historic Chandni Chowk area of Old Delhi. JF

Easter Sunday on St Peter’s Square in Rome. A young couple poses for a selfie with the enormous basilica. JJB

In a small enclave in Kolkata, India, a sculptor puts the final touches to the *murtis* (deities), which will soon be sent out all over the city for the annual Durga Puja festival. JF

Two policemen on horseback, dressed in traditional Arab garment, patrol a street in Doha’s renovated city centre — a tourist hotspot. JJB

Young Buddhist monks light candles at the ancient Shwedagon Pagoda in Yangon, Myanmar. JF

Filming a meditation session at a London temple, this female Hindu seems to attract the disapproval of the topless man behind her. JJB
A Muslim tailor sits in his outdoor workshop on a Delhi street corner. JJB

A group of sadhus (holy men) passes through the sacred town of Haridwar in northern India. JF

Local children dress up as Krishna and his eternal consort, Radha, for a parade in Mayapur, West Bengal, India. JF

Wearing the abaya—a female Islamic dress popular across North Africa and the Middle East—a group of French tourists explores the State Grand Mosque in Doha. JJB
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A Muslim woman taking an auto rickshaw at the market near Old Delhi Railway Station. JF

At the end of the Friday prayer, Delhi residents enjoy the sunset at their mosque. JJB
On the outskirts of Yangon, this Buddhist monk stays perfectly still for hours on end as the world passes him by. JF

A portraitist wearing the thobe, a popular male tunic in the Middle East, waits for customers in the centre of Doha, surrounded by artwork. JJB

A mosque is dwarfed by modernist architecture in the old town of Doha. JJB

Young Buddhist monks in Sri Lanka gather under an oversized statues of the Buddha. JF

Novice monks studying Buddhist scripture in Bhaktapur, Nepal. JF

Thousands of Sikhs from all over Delhi gather at the Bangla Sahib gurudwara – one of India’s biggest Sikh temples – to celebrate the birthday of Guru Nanak, Sikhism’s founder. JF